Mixed-in-Place
for dams and dykes

Mixed-in-Place (MIP)
to stabilize and seal dams and dykes

n recent years especially, dams and dykes on
many rivers have proved to be no longer adequate
in withstanding extreme flooding events. In many
cases, they had not been adequately serviced or
upgraded as necessary for a long time, resulting in
ruptures or deep erosion. In view of these very negative experiences, reviews were undertaken which
widely demonstrated the need to raise or provide
additional sealing for the structures concerned.
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Artificial protective structures are essential installations in populated areas subject to flood risk.

Alongside masonry walls or mobile barriers, earthwork dykes or dams represent the backbone of technical flood protection measures.
Retention spaces, such as controllable polders or
flood escape channels, are also barriered by dykes.
By installing inner seals, complete saturation of the
dyke body over lengthy damming periods can be prevented. When structural elements are installed in
those inner shells, the dykes are also able to withstand onesided erosion of slope shoulders.

Over 20 years of MIP
1988

First application: Nuremberg, "Germanisches Nationalmuseum"
MIP test piles and MIP king pile bores for soldier pile wall

1990

Nuremberg "Krokodil": MIP bored pile wall
Start of development of the triple auger

1992

Bauer patent: "Method for the production of a soil stabilization
column"
Nuremberg, Intercity Hotel: First application of the triple auger
with auger diameter 370 mm and 9 m drilling depth

1994

Oberaudorf on the Ebbs in Austria: First MIP permanent
cut-off wall
Establishment of the Bauer MIP department

1995

Commissioning of the Bauer vibratory rig RG 20 with 550 mm
auger diameter and drilling depth down to 17 m

2002

Approval of the Mixed-in-Place process by the "Institut für
Bautechnik", the construction supervisory agency, in Berlin
Karlsfeld near Munich: MIP wall with BG 42, auger diameter
880 mm and wall depth 24 m

2004

Martinsberg school complex in Baden near Zurich: Largest
excavation depth of a MIP pit at 13.90 m

2005

Passau-Haibach, sewage treatment plant: First application of
lattice beams as reinforcement

2006

Offenbach, Lang tar factory: MIP for a funnel and gate system

2007

Salzwedel, trough for underpass beneath B 71: MIP wall
combined with underwater concrete base

2009

Introduction of the verticality measurement system for MIP
370 mm

2010

Initial usage of auger intermediate guiding with MIP 550 mm

2012

Installation of geothermal probes in MIP walls

First projects
outside of Germany:
1996
1998
2004
2004
2005

Netherlands
Austria
Switzerland
Slovakia
Lebanon

2006
2008
2009
2010
2011

France
Poland
Canada
United Arab Emirates
Czech Republic

Soil mixing
is a question of experience
he engineers at specialist foundation engineering company
Bauer Spezialtiefbau can call
upon many years of experience.
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Bauer has been carrying out Mixedin-Place projects for over 20 years.
Since 1994, this extensive expertise
has been pooled in a dedicated spe-

cialist department. Well trained teams
and high-tech equipment enable the
MIP process to be applied in virtually
any soil formation.

Advantages of the MIP method
- By using the triple auger, hetero- - The technique of low-vibration
wall construction by rotary
geneous soil structures are homodrilling reduces the strain on the
genized. The phenomenon of
often unstable dams and dykes
window-forming familiar from slim
as well as on local residents.
wall production is eliminated.

- The mix design can be
changed at any time on-site.
This enables the suspension to
be adjusted to the actual ground
conditions.

- Using the existing in-situ soil as
a building material/aggregate
conserves resources.

- Structural strength of the cutoff wall is made possible by
installing reinforcing elements.

- The closed suspension circuit
means that no contamination of
the dyke slopes occurs.

- The MIP process is highly attractive particularly in economic and
ecological terms, as it generates
less noise and fewer emissions.

- Product quality is assured by
extensive preparatory and inprocess measures.

- The high productivity of MIP
means short construction times.

- MIP is cheaper than standard
cut-off wall methods.

A comparison of transport volumes between the construction of a MIP
wall and a pile wall very clearly demonstrates the economic and ecological benefits

Spoil removal
… from the site

Building materials concrete, cement, bentonite
… to the site

MIP wall

Pile wall
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Mixed-in-Place
"Soil mortar" conserves resources
In the course of the years while the MIP method is used, numerous patents concerning the construction
method and the applied equipment have been registered. The term "MIP" is an EC Common trade mark.

The process
to break up the soil and work in the binding agent
suspension.

"Mixed-in-Place" refers to the in-situ-mixing of the
existing soil with a binding agent. A triple auger is used
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Trench cutting
The triple auger is drilled down to final depth with
suspension being added. During the subsequent
homogenization process the direction of rotation of
the individual augers is varied so that a circular
material flow is produced in the trench.
This vertical material flow is only made possible by using augers with continuous flights,
which ensures the homogeneity of the soil mortar and thus of the finished wall.

Work sequence
To ensure that a solid, seamless wall is produced,
MIP walls are constructed by the double pilgrim step
method. This patented production sequence is
characterized by additional working of the overlap
zones comprising primary and secondary cuts.

"Double pilgrim step" production sequence:
Primary cut
Primary cut

Thus the triple auger penetrates and mixes each wall
element at least two times.

Secondary cut
Additional cut
Additional cut
Primary cut

Quality assurance
Prior to execution
In preliminary suitability tests, the binding agent suspension mix and the optimum quantity of it are determined on the basis of soil and groundwater samples
taken from the site.

During execution
The key production parameters, such as suspension
flow rate, auger speed and penetration depth, are continuously monitored by the rig operator, recorded by a
data acquisition program and documented as required.
Reference samples are additionally taken at regular
intervals from the fresh trench. They are used to monitor
the specified properties of the fresh suspension and of
the hardened MIP compound according to a predetermined test program.
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Dyke inner seals
with no structural function
o reduce and/or to prevent the
leakage and thus to increase
dam stability internal sealings
were installed. These walls are in
general installed starting from dam
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crest in dam axis. They are either
socketed in layers of low permeability or serve as prolongation of the
seepage path. The hardened cut-off
wall material has to withstand ero-

Inner seals prevent complete through-flow of the dyke

Dam Rehabilitation Kembs
Since 2005 leakages have been detected at certain locations on dams of the Grand Canal d’Alsace. In order to
prevent these leakages and the related discharge Bauer
Spezialtiefbau installed a total of 33,500 m² MIP cut-off
wall in the dam core from July until December 2011. Wall
depths of up to 18 m were executed using the almost
vibrationless MIP method in very abrasive, alluvial soils.
Geothermal measurements before and after the wall installation prove its success. Bauer Spezialtiefbau has rehabilitated dams with a total area of more than 52,000 m² at the
river Rhine.
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sion and to protect dams against
burrowing animals.

Dyke inner seals
with structural function
f inner seals are placed under
strain by erosion of the slope
shoulder on one side, the MIP
cut-off wall must be designed for
such a load case. The absorption of
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lateral force or moments resulting
from earth and water pressure is
assured by installing reinforcement
cages or girders. The size and spacing of the load-bearing elements

Load case 1: Water-side erosion

and the necessary compressive
strength of the MIP material are
specified in the structural calculation.

Load case 2: Air-side erosion

MIP wall protects dams on Obere Iller
After the flooding of Whitsuntide 1999, which caused
huge damage along the banks of the Obere Iller river,
a masterplan was devised to provide flood protection
for the area. One of the key measures was the remediation of the dykes, which were provided with structually-acting cut-off walls. From 2001 to 2005, Bauer
Spezialtiefbau installed some 71,000 m² of (reinforced)
cut-off wall using the patented MIP method in the
project segments between Kempten and Oberstdorf.
The dykes were tested to their limits earlier than
feared, during the floods of August 2005 – but the
MIP wall stood firm!
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Protection against Danube flooding for Machland
To provide flood protection for the Machland region
in Upper Austria, extensive engineering works are
being carried out to the north of the Danube. The
overall project is divided into eight lots, comprising
protective structures over a distance of 36.4 km. On
lot 5, Mauthausen, in addition to dewatering of the
hinterland, a flood barrier made of solid components,
with a plinth and masonry walls, is being built, on
which a mobile barrier can be mounted in the event
of flooding. A MIP wall with inset HEB girders is
being installed as a structural cut-off wall. The MIP
wall serves as both a sealing element and a deep
foundation.

Flood Protection for Wachau
About 100 km west of Vienna, the Danube still flows unregulated through the cross valley of the Wachau. It regularly bursts its banks and floods the neighboring towns up to
the first floor of the buildings there. After the devastating
damages in Weißenkirchen in 2002, it was decided to
install a flood protection wall. Bauer constructed the subsurface works in the form of a 10 m deep MIP wall with
embedded beams. The anchor plates are integrated into
the mounted head beams for the mobile protection wall,
which can be assembled by local labour if required.
During the flood in June 2013, the protection system proved to be extremely effective.

©www.wachaufoto.at
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Top of mobile wall
Top of flood barrier

Drain

HW100 = 246.62 m above MSL
HW5 = 245.62 m above MSL

MW-Danube =
240.50 m above MSL

Bottom of MIP wall = 237.32 m above MSL

Top of mobile wall
Top of permanent wall
202.60 m above MS
MSL

HW100 = 204.60 m above MSL

Longitudinal channel
MW-Danube = 196.70 m above MSL
Drain

Bottom of MIP wall = 191.40 m above MSL

©www.wachaufoto.at

Flood protection for the Atlantis open-air swimming pool in Neu-Ulm
The state-of-the-art Atlantis open-air swimming pool
in Neu-Ulm – on the banks of both the River Danube
and the Iller Canal – was severely affected by the
Whitsuntide floods of 1999, just six months after its
opening, and again during the August floods of 2005.
The municipalities of Ulm and Neu-Ulm, as the operators, subsequently invested several million euros in
remediating the facility and installing flood protection.
Bauer Spezialtiefbau was awarded the contract to
install MIP walls. In the ideally suited sediments of the
Danube and Iller, it executed 5,500 m² of MIP cut-off
wall and 4,200 m² of MIP soldier pile wall.

Freeboard = 471.95 m above MSL
Top of wall
HW100 = 471.45 m above MSL

Bottom of MIP wall
= 459.65 m above MSL

MIP wall for Regensburg Schwabelweis
Over the coming years a hundred million euros will be
invested in improving the flood protection of the city of
Regensburg against the River Danube. On the second of
a total of 18 subprojects, dykes on the southern bank of
the Danube, which on some stretches consist merely of
the banked sides of a sewage collector, are being raised

and provided with an inner seal. As an alternative to the
sheet pile solution for which tenders were originally
invited, Bauer Spezialtiefbau executed a cut-off wall
using the Mixed-in-Place method. The low-vibration
works meant less strain was applied on both the existing channel and on the nearby St. Georg church.

Top of head beam
Freeboard = 332.17 m above MSL
HW100 = 331.67 m above MSL
MW-Danube =
328.00 m
above MSL

Existing channel

Bottom of MIP wall = 325.41 m above MSL
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BAUER Spezialtiefbau GmbH
BAUER-Strasse 1
86529 Schrobenhausen, Germany
Tel.: +49 8252 97- 0
Fax: +49 8252 97-1496
BST@bauer.de
www.bauer.de

http://www.youtube.com/BAUERGruppe
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